LIST OF INDICATORS FOR THE INTERSTATE EXCHANGE OF
STATISTICAL INFORMATION

Item Description of indicators and their contents
Nos.

Periodicity

1. MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS AND ECONOMIC
BALANCES

1.1. System of National Accounts
1.

Gross domestic product (in current prices) in
national currency
- as a whole

annual
quarterly:
- by progressive total
- for separate quarter
- monthly (by progressive
total)

- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

annual

- by institutional sectors

annual

- by final use components

annual

- by income components

annual
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

2.

Volume indices (growth rates) of gross domestic
product
- as a whole

Periodicity

annual
quarterly:
- by progressive total to the
corresponding period of
the previous year
- to the corresponding
quarter of the previous year
- to the previous quarter of
the current year
monthly:
- by progressive total to the
corresponding period of
the previous year
- to the previous month of
the current year
- to the corresponding
month of the previous year

3.

- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

annual

- by final use components

annual

Gross domestics product per capita:

annual

- in current prices; in national currency
- growth rates
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

4.

Growth rates of labour productivity (of gross
annual
domestic product per one employed person (unit of
aggregate labour expenditures for all kinds of
works

5.

Implicit deflator for gross domestic product

annual

6.

Output in basic prices:

annual

Periodicity

- as a whole (in current prices and growth rates)
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) (in
current prices and growth rates)
- by institutional sectors (in current prices)
7.

Intermediate consumption:

annual

- as a whole (in current prices and growth rates)
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) (in
current prices and growth rates)
- by institutional sectors (in current prices)
8.

Gross value added:

annual

- as a whole (in current prices and growth rates)
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) (in
current prices and growth rates)
- by institutional sectors (in current prices)
9.

Labour remuneration of employees (in current
prices)

annual

- as a whole
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by institutional sectors
10.

Taxes on production and imports (in current annual
prices):
- as a whole
- by kinds:
- taxes on products
-other taxes on production [as a whole, by
industries (kinds of economic activities), by
institutional sectors]
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

11.

Subsidies on production and imports (in current annual
prices)
- as a whole
- by kinds:
- subsidies on products
- other subsidies on production [as a whole, by
industries (kinds of economic activities), by
institutional sectors]

12.

Gross operating surplus and gross mixed income
(in current prices):
- as a whole
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by institutional sectors

annual

13.

Consumption of fixed capital (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by institutional sectors

annual

14.

Final consumption expenditure (in current prices annual
and growth rates):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors (emphasizing individual
and
collective
consumption
of
general
government)

15.

Actual final consumption (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

16.

Gross capital formation (in current prices and
annual
growth rates):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by main elements (gross fixed capital formation,
change in inventories, net acquisition of valuables)

17.

Imports of goods and services (in current prices annual
and growth rates)

18.

Exports of goods and services (in current prices
and growth rates)
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Periodicity

annual

annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

19.

Primary income receivable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

20.

Primary income payable (in current prices):
-as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

21.

Property income receivable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

22.

Property income payable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

23.

Current transfers payable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

24.

Current transfers payable (in current prices):
-as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kids

annual

25.

Capital transfers receivable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

26.

Capital transfers payable (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors
- by kinds

annual

Periodicity

9

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

27.

Gross national income (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors (balance of primary income)

28.

Gross national disposable income (in current prices) annual
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

29.

Social transfers in kind (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

annual

30.

Adjusted disposable income (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

annual

31.

Gross national saving (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

annual

32.

Acquisition less disposals of non-produced non- annual
financial assets (in current prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

33.

Balance on current transactions with the rest of the annual
world (in current prices)

34.

Net lending (+), net borrowing (-)
prices):
- as a whole
- by institutional sectors

Periodicity
annual

(in current annual

1.2. Economic balances
35.
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Elements of national wealth (as of the beginning annual
and the end of the year):
- fixed assets:
- at book value
- at residual value
- inventories
- consumer durables in households
- at historic cost
- at residual value

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

36.

Indicators of fixed assets balance at book value
(acquisition and disposals of fixed assets):
- as a whole
-by industries (kinds of economic activities)

37.

Indicators of fixed assets balance at residual value annual
(acquisition and disposals of fixed assets):
- as a whole
-by industries (kinds of economic activities)

38.

Intersectoral balances of production and use of
one-time
goods and services (in basic prices or final
consumption prices):
- symmetric tables “Input-Output”:
- by brief scheme
- by broadened scheme
- tables “Resources and use of goods and services”:
- by brief scheme
- by broadened scheme

39.

Electricity balance
- produced
- received from outside the limits of a country
- consumed, of which by main industries (kinds of
economic activities) and losses in electricity
networks
- supplied outside the country

annual

40.

Balance of resources and use of products (11
items)
Resources:
- stocks as of the beginning of the year
- production
- imports
- resources, total
Use:
- industrial consumption and other use
- transfered into processing
- losses
- exports
- stock as of the end of the year
- personal consumption

annual

Periodicity
annual
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Item
Nos.

1.

2.

Description of indicators and their contents

2. MAIN INDICATORS OF ACTIVITIES OF THE
AGENTS OF REAL SECTOR OF ECONOMY
2.1 Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Output of agricultural products in value terms (in
quarterly, annual
current prices)
- by agriculture as a whole
- by branches (kinds of economic activities) of
annual
agriculture
- by categories of farms
quarterly, annual
Volume indices of agricultural production (in
constant prices)
- by agriculture as a whole
- by branches (kinds of economic activities) of
agriculture
- by categories of farms

3.

Periodicity

quarterly, annual
annual
quarterly, annual

Distribution of lands used by land users engaged
in agricultural production
- by kinds of agricultural land
- by categories of farms

annual
annual

4.

Sowing area under agricultural crops (according to 3 times a year
the results of spring sowing)

5.

Crop production:

6.

- in agricultural enterprises (5 items)

5 times a year

- in farms of all categories (provisional data; 6
items)
- by categories of farms (20 items)

annual
annual

Actually harvested areas of agricultural crops
- in agricultural enterprises (5 items)

5 times a year

- in farms of all categories (provisional data, 6 annual
items)
- by categories of farms (20 items)
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annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

7.

Yield capacity of agricultural crops
- in agricultural enterprises (5 items)
5 times a year
- in farms of all categories (provisional data, 6 annual
items)
- by categories of farms (20 items)
annual

8.

Livestock and poultry population
- by kinds of livestock and poultry
- by categories of farms

quarterly, annual

9.

Output of animal products
- by kinds of livestock and poultry
- by categories of farms

monthly, annual

10.

Output of main kinds of agricultural products per annual
capita

11.

Sale of agricultural products by agricultural annual
enterprises
- by kinds of products
- by channels of sale
2.2. Industry

1.

Industrial output in value terms (in current prices)
- by industry as a whole
monthly, annual
- by branches of industry (kinds of economic acti- quarterly, annual
vities)

2.

Volume indices of industrial production (in monthly, annual
constant prices)
- by industry as a whole
- by branches of industry (kinds of economic acti- quarterly,annual
vities)

3.

Industrial output in kind
- by the most important kinds of products (51 monthly
items)
-by assortment of selected kinds of articles (141 annual
items)

4.

Output of consumer goods

monthly, annual

5.

Number of industrial enterprises
- by industry as a whole
- by branches of industry (kinds of economic activities)

annual

Periodicity
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

2.3. Construction
1.

Commissioning of fixed assets (in current prices)
- through all economic agents
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

annual

2.

Construction in progress (in current prices)
- through all economic agents
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

annual

3.

Commissioning of dwellings and hostels
- square metres of total space (through all sources monthly, quarterly, annual
of finance)
- square metres of total space (by sources of finan- annual
ce)
- number of built apartments
annual

4.

Commissioning of education and health care units

5.

Commissioning of production capacities (22 items) annual

quarterly, annual

2.4. Retail trade, repair of motor vehicles,
household and personal goods
1.

Total volume of retail trade turnover
- by country (all channels of sales, trading organi- monthly, annual
zations)
- by types of ownership
quarterly, annual

2.

Volume indices of retail trade turnover
- in current prices
- in constant prices
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monthly, annual
monthly, annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

3.

Commodity stocks in retail trade (absolute figures monthly
and in turnover days)

4.

Structure of food and non-food goods sales annual
(absolute figures in value terms and in kind,
volume indices

5.

Retail trade enterprises (number, capacity)
- by country

Periodicity

in accordance with
accounting conducted by
countries

- by types of ownership
6.

Technical service and repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles, bicycles, household and personal
goods and individual services (everyday services
rendered to population)
- by country (all channels of sales, by enterprises)

monthly, annual

- by types of ownership

annual

- by small enterprises (absolute data, share in total quarterly, annual
volume of services)
7.

8.

Volume indices on technical services, technical
service and repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles,
bicycles, household and personal goods and
individual services (everyday services rendered to
population)
- in current prices

monthly

- in constant prices

annual

Sales of main kinds of services, technical services annual
and repair of motor vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles, household and personal goods and individual
services (everyday services rendered to population)
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

9.

Number of enterprises rendering services on annual
technical service and repair of motor vehicles,
motorcycles, bicycles, household and personal
goods and individual services(number of
enterprises rendering everyday services)

Periodicity

- by country
- by types of ownership

10.

Provision of population with consumer durables

annual

11.

Sale of alcoholic beverages per capita

annual

2.5. Hotels and restaurants
1.

2.

Turnover of restaurants, bars, canteens, delivery
of prepared food (turnover of catering enterprises)
- by country

monthly, annual

- by types of ownership

annual

Volume indices of turnover of restaurants, bars, monthly, annual
canteens, delivery of prepared food (turnover of
catering enterprises)
- in current prices
- in constant prices

3.

Catering enterprises (number, capatity)
- by country
- by types of ownership
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in accordance with
accounting conducted by
countries

Item
Nos.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.

Description of indicators and their contents
2.6. Transport and communications
2.6.1. Transport
Shipment of cargo on railway transport of general
use
- total
- by kinds of cargo (13 items)
Cargo transportation
- total
- by kind of transport
Cargo turnover
- total
- by kind of transport
Passenger transportation
- total
- by kind of transport
Passenger turnover
- total
- by kind of transport
Rolling stock (on average per 24 hours)
- cargo
- passenger
Lorries (including pikups and passenger vans-total
of which
- on balance sheet of enterprises
- in ownership of citizens
Buses – total
of which
- on balance sheet of enterprises
- in ownership of citizens
Passenger cars – total
of which
- business
- taxi
- in ownership[ of citizens
Number of passenger cars in ownership of citizens
- per 1000 persons
- per 100 families
Sea cargo ships of trade fleet (excluding cargo –
passenger ships)
- total
- of which transport ships of general use
Sea passenger ships of trade fleet (including cargopassenger ships)
- total
- of which transport ships of general use

Periodicity

monthly,
annual
monthly,
quarterly,
annual,
monthly,
quarterly,
annual
monthly,
quarterly,
annual
monthly,
quarterly,
annual
annual
annual

annual

annual

annual
annual

annual
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

13.

River and lake cargo boats (excluding cargo-passenger annual
boats) – total,
of which:
- transport boats of general use (including tugboats and
pushers)
- auxiliary boats

14.

River and lake cargo boats (including cargo-passenger boats)
- total, of which transport boats of general use

annual

15.

Rolling-stock of urban electric transport:
- trolleybuses
- tram carriages
- metro carriages

annual

16.

Operation length of rail ways
- total
- of general use by kinds of traction
- of non-general use

annual

17.

Length of motor roads – total,
of which:
- of general use
- of non-general use

annual

18.

Length of motor roads with hard surface – total,
of which:
- of general use
- of non-general use

annual

19.

Operation length of ways of urban electric transport:
- metro ways
- tram ways
- trolleybus lines

annual

20.

Length of internal water ways
- total
- which with mark of navigableness

annual

21.

Length of artificial internal water ways

annual

22.

Length of mine pipelines
- total
- petroleum pipelines
- petroleum product pipelines
- gas – mains

annual
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Periodicity

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

2.6.2.Communications
1.

Mailed by selected kinds of sendings

annual

2.

Number of provided trunk line calls
of which international

annual

3.

Number of telephone sets (including public annual
telephones of telephone network of general use or
having connection to it - total
(as of the end of the year)
of which at home

4.

Number of unsatisfied applications for home annual
telephone installation (as of the end of the year)

5.

Number of public (international) trunk lines

6.

Number of connected subscribers terminals (as of annual
the end of the year)
- pagers
- mobile

7.

Number of users installations
- Internet
- E-mail

8.

Income from communications services (in current annual
prices) – total
of which from services rendered to population

9.

Of total income from communications services – annual
income from electric communications

annual

annual
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Item
Nos.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Description of indicators and their contents
2.7.Financial activities
2.7.1. Financial intermediation
2.7.1.1. Monetary intermediation
Money supply (money aggregates) (4 items)
Emission and withdrawal of money by national
banks
Authorized capital of banks
Number of banks emitting plastic cards (by all
kinds of payment system)
Number of emitting plastic cards (by all kinds of
payment systems)
Plastic cards turnover (by all kinds of payment
systems)
Trade transactions turnover
Turnovers on withdrawal of money in cash
Monetary gold reserves (as of the end of accountting period). bln.US dollars

Periodicity

quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
quarterly
annual

2.7.1.2. Other financial intermediation
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
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2.7.1.2.1. Provision of loan
Loans provided to enterprises, organizations,
banks and industrials by credit institutions
short-term
long-term
Arrears on loans
Loans provided to enterprises organizations, banks
and individuals by commercial banks
Loans provided to enterprises organizations, banks
by National (Central) Bank
Official rate of refinancing of National (Central)
Bank for provided loans
Rate on instruments of refinancing:
- accounting rate
- lombard
- REPO
Number of credit institutions registered on the
territory of a country
Number of affiliates in other countries

monthly

monthly

monthly
monthly
monthly

monthly
monthly

Item
Nos.

18.

19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

32 .

Description of indicators and their contents
2.7.1.2.2. Other financial intermediation,
not included in other groupings
State securities
- long-term
- short-term
Non-state securities (by 6 kinds of securities)
Volume of state securities in circulation
of which with breakdown by terms:
- under 6 month
- under 1 year
- over 1 year

Periodicity

annual
quarterly
annual, quarterly
annual

2.7.2. Insurance and pension schemes, excluding
compulsory social insurance
Receipts of insurance premiums of voluntary annual
insurance (by 11 kinds of insurance)
Insurance payments of voluntary insurance (by 11 annual
kinds of insurance)
Income of insurance organizations (by 4 kinds of annual
insurance)
Expenditure of insurance organizations (by 6 annual
kinds of insurance)
Net financial result
annual
Payments to budget
annual
Number of insurance organizations executing annual
direct insurance and reinsurance
of which:
national
with foreign capital participation
foreign
Total volume of own funds of insurance companies annual
Minimum amount of age pensions
monthly
Average amounts of designated monthly pensions annual
Age qualification required for receiving age annual
pension
- males
- females
Age qualification required for receiving social annual
pension
- males
- females
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

33.
34.
35.

Number of pensioners by kinds of pensions
Earnings to pension fund
Payment from pension fund

36.

37.

38.

1.

2.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Periodicity
annual
annual
annual

2.7.3.Auxiliary activities in the sphere of financial
intermediation
2.7.3.1.Financial management
Average annual turnover of currency market
quarterly
- total
annual
- exchange segment
- extra exchange segment
Share of main currencies in turnover of currency quarterly
market
annual
- US dollar
- national currency
- euro
- Russian rouble
- other
Average monthly exchange rate and exchange monthly
rate as of the last date of a month
national currency against US dollar
national currency against Russian rouble
national currency against euro
2.8.Real estate, leasing and rendering services
to customers
2.8.1.Real estate operations, leasing
(operation leasing)
Number of leasing companies:
annual
- registered
- acting
of which cooperatingh with CIS countries
Number of leasing transactions:
annual
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by kinds of machines and equipment (by 8 items)
2.8.2.Research and developments
Implementation of researches and developments
Number of specialists-researchers
Distribution of the number of specialistsresearchers by age
Training of scientific staff of high qualification

annual
annual
annual
annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

2.9. General government
2.9.1. Provision of services by the state as a whole
2.9.1.1. Public order and security (delinquencies)
1.

Number of recorded crimes as a whole and by quarterly
kinds of crimes

2.

Number of offenders as a whole and by kinds of annual
crimes, of which:
- families
- juveniles
- not having permanent source of income
- with previous crime records
- in criminal group
- under the influence of alcohol

3.

Number of convicted persons as a whole and by annual
kinds of crimes, of which:
- families
- juveniles
- with previous crime records

4.

Distribution of convicted persons by main kinds annual
of punishments

5.

Number of prisoners

annual

6.

Number of establishments for prisoners

annual

7.

Confiscation of narcotic drugs

annual

2.9.2. Activities in the field of compulsory social insurance
1.
2.

Insurance premiums of compulsory insurance annual
received (by 4 kinds of insurance)
Insurance claims of compulsory insurance paid annual
out (by 4 kinds of insurance)
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Item
Nos.

1.

Description of indicators and their contents
2.10. Education
Number of education establishments:
- by kinds
- by types of ownership

Periodicity

annual

2.

Number of pupils (students):
- by kinds of education establishments
-by forms of training
-by types of ownership

annual

3.

Number of entrants and graduates
- by kinds of education establishments
- by forms of training
- by types of ownership

annual

4.

Number of teachers and instructors

annual

5.

Preschool establishments
- number of establishments
- number of places
- number of children in preschool establishments
- by types of ownership

annual

6.

Minimum amount of scholarship

quarterly

1.

2.11. Health care
Number of cases newly registered by kinds of annual
diseases

2.

Number of patients registered at medical- annual
prophylactic institutions, by kinds of diseases

3.

Medical staff
- by categories
- by specialties

annual

4.

Medical institutions network
- by kinds and specialization
- by capacity

annual

5.

Number of persons newly registered as invalids, annual
by kinds of diseases

6.

Number of persons suffered from accidents in annual
industry:
- with disability
- fatal cases

7.

Number of days of temporary disability annual
connected with occupational accidents
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

2.12. Other communal, social and personal services
2.12.1. Activities in the field of organization of recreation,
entertainment, culture and arts, sports
1.

Main indicators of activities of institutions of annual
culture and arts
2.13. Institutional changes in economy, smal entrepreneurship

1.

Numbers of privatized apartments (living annual
quarters; by countries receiving the given
indicator)
- by cost
- by size
- by form of transmission to population

2.

Number of living quarters sold to population

3.

Turnover of burses on sale (in national currency), annual
number of transactions
Total
of witch by kinds of economic activities:
- consumer goods
- industrial and household products
- securities
- real estate
- currency operations
- monetary operations
- other

4.

Number of acting burses as of the end of account- annual
ting period, units

5.

Number of small enterprises:
- registered- total
- acting
- total
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

annual

annual
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

6.

Share of acting small enterprises in total number annual
of small enterprises:
- total
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

7.

Number of working places, including external annual
part-time workers and persons working under
civil contracts (excluding vacancies) at small
enterprises
[with breakdown by industries (kinds of
economic activities)]:
-average number of workers on the payroll
-average number of persons working under civil
contracts

8.

Turnover of small enterprises:
- total
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

9.

Receipts of small enterprises from sales of goods
and services
- by industries (kinds of econоmic activities)
annual
- by market services rendered to population
quarterly,
annual

10.

Investments in fixed capital of small enterprises

Periodicity

annual

annual

[with a breakdown by industries (kinds of economic activities) ]
11.

Share of small enterprises:
- in gross value added
- in industrial output
- in volume of investment in fixed capital
- in retail turnover

annual
annual
annual
quarterly,
annual
- in volume of market services rendered to quarterly,
population
annual
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

12.

Share of short-term and long-term credits annual
provided to small enterprises by banks in total
volume of short-term and long-term credits

13.

Number of peasant (private) farms

14.

Area of agricultural land allotted to peasant annual
(private) farms

15.

Production of selected kinds of agricultural annual
products by peasant (private) farms (9 items)

16.

Number of persons engaged in entrepreneurial annual
activities not registered as legal entities

Periodicity

annual

2.14. Market services rendered to population
(collective grouping from 2.6., 2.7., 2.10., 2.11., 2.12.)
1.

Total volume of market services:
- by country

monthly,
quarterly,
annual

- by types of ownership
2.

Volume indices of sales of market services
- in current prices

monthly,
quarterly,
annual

- in constant prices
3.

Sales volume of market services by kinds (by 30 monthly,
items)
quarterly,
annual
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Item
Nos.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
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Description of indicators and their contents
3. INVESTMENTS
Investments in domestic economy (in current
prices):
- residents:
- by kinds of assets
- by purposes
- non-residents:
- by kinds of assets
- by purposes
- by CIS and other countries of the world
Investments of residents in economy of the rest
of the world (in current prices):
- by kinds of assets
- by purposes
- by CIS and other countries of the world
Investment of CIS country directed abroad:
- by kinds of investments
- by other countries of the world
- by CIS countries
Foreign investments received into economy of
CIS country:
- by kinds of investments
- by other countries of the world
- by CIS countries
- growth rate of investment received into economy of a country
Investments in fixed capital (in current prices)
- for the account of all sources of finance as a
whole
- by sources of finance
- by technological structure
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
Volume indices of investments in fixed capital
(for the account of all sources of finance; in
constant prices)
Investments in fixed capital directed for
environment protection
Finance investments of enterprises
of which:
long-term finance investments
short-term finance investments
Finance investments of enterprises
of which:
long-term finance investments
short-term finance investments
Revenue from foreign investments
- revenue from investments of residents in
economy of the rest of the world (into CIS and
other countries)
- revenue from investments in domestic economy
received by non- residents from CIS and other
countries

Periodicity

annual

annual

annual

annual

monthly, quarterly, annual
quarterly, annual
annual
annual
monthly,
annual
annual
annual

annual

annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

4. PRICES
4.1. Prices
1.

Industrial producer price indices
- by industry as a whole
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)

monthly

2.

Average price of electricity producers

quarterly

3.

Price indices for agricultural production sold by annual
agricultural enterprises (through all channels of
sales)
- 14 items

4.

Average prices of sales of agricultural production annual
by agricultural enterprises
- by kinds of products (14 items)
- by channels of sales

5.

Price indices in construction-total, of which for annual
building and mounting works

6.

Indices of tariffs for freight transportation
- by transport as a whole
- by kinds of transport

annual

7.

Retail trade prices for selected consumer goods in
trade enterprises of the capitals of the
Commonwealth states

monthly

8.

Prices for goods at urban agricultural markets of monthly
the capitals of the Commonwealth states

9.

Consumer price index
- aggregate index
- food products-total, of which by 20 kinds
- non- food goods- total, of which by 14 kinds
- goods as a whole
- market services- total, of which by 24 kinds

monthly
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

10.

Average prices and tariffs for selected kinds of for March,
market services rendered to population (in June,
national currency units):
September,
- expenditures for dwellings maintenance, for 1 December

Periodicity

sq. m of total floorspace
- payment for cold water supply
- for 1 person per month
- for 1 cu. m per person
- payment for heating
-for 1 sq. m of total floorspace
- for 1 Gcal per sq. m
- payment for electricity, for 100 kWh
- payment for piped gas, for month per person
- monthly fee
communication

for

main

telephone

- cost of one travel by bus of intraurban roads
- payment for keeping children in preschool
establishments, for one child-day

4.2. International value comparisons
11.

Purchasing power parity of national currencies

annual

12.

Gross domestic product in comparable currency

annual
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Item
Nos.

1.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

5. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES OF POPULATION
LABOUR REMUNERATION OF EMPLOYEES
annual
Balance of labour resources
- by sources of manning
- by kinds of employment
- by sectors and branches of economy (kinds
of economic activities)

2.

Cost and composition of expenditures for labour
force maintenance
- payment for hours worked
- payment for hours not worked
- bonuses and incentives
- wages and salaries in kind
- expenditures on providing employees with
dwellings
- expenditures on social insurance of
employees
- of which compulsory deductions
- expenditures on professional training
- expenditures on cultural and household
services
- other expenditures
- taxes included in expenditures on labour
force

annual

3.

Movement of labour force and working places by
industries (kinds of economic activities)
- number persons recruited for work (total),
of which on newly open working places
- number of persons who quit the work (total),
of which:
- due to the reduction of staff
- at own will
- number of vacancies as of the end of
accounting period

quarterly
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Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

4.

Number of man-hours worked by branches of
economy (kinds of economic activities)

monthly

5.

Not full employment
- number of persons working not full day and
not full week by initiative of administration
- number of persons being on leave by
initiative of administration without or with partial
pay

annual

6.

Number of paid employers
- by branches of economy (kinds of economic
activities)
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by sectors of economy

7.

Minimum amount of labour remuneration

8.

Average monthly nominal wages and salaries
- by branches of economy (kinds of economic
activities)
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)
- by sectors of economy
- by sex
- by capitals of CIS countries

Periodicity

monthly
monthly
annual
monthly

monthly
monthly
annual
annual
monthly

9.

Distribution of employed persons by amount of
wages

annual

10.

Arrears of wages

monthly

11.

Number of employees occupying governmental
and municipal posts

annual

12.

Number of unemployed persons applying to
employment services in seach of work

monthly

13.

Number of vacant working places

monthly
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Description of indicators and their contents

14.

Providing of jobs for unemployed population

monthly

15.

Vocational training of unemployed population

monthly

16.

Number of unemployed persons

monthly,
quarterly
quarterly

- number of unemployed persons determined by
methodology of International Labour
Organization (ILO)
- registered at the employment services
17.

Rate of unemployment
- rate of unemployment (by ILO methodology)
- rate of registered unemployment

Periodicity

monthly
monthly,
quarterly
quarterly
monthly

18.

Number of unemployed receiving unemployment
benefit

monthly

19.

Average amount of benefit

monthly

20.

Number of persons without work taking part in
social works

monthly

21.

Distribution of the number of unemployed:
- by duration of unemployment
- by age
- by education
- by sex

semiannual
semiannual
semiannual
monthly

22.

External labour migration
- number of persons going to work abroad by
country
- number of working foreigners by country of
origin

semiannual

23.

Number of refugees and compelled migrants:
- having got the status in the current year
- registered, total
- distributed by regions of departure

semiannual
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Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

6. FINANCES
6.1. State finances
6.1.1. Consolidated budget
1.

Revenue of budget system and official transfers
receivable
of which:
revenue of general republican (federal) budget
- adopted (or accepted)
- actually

quarterly, annual

2.

Tax receipts (15 kinds of receipts)

quarterly, annual

3.

Non-tax receipts (6 kinds of receipts)

quarterly, annual

4.

Revenue from transactions with capital
- sale of fixed capital
- sale of state commodity stock
- sale of land and non-tangible assets
- capital transfers from state sources

quarterly, annual

5.

Official transfers receivable
- current
- capital

quarterly, annual

6.

Total expenditure
of which:
expenditure of general republican (federal)
budget
- adopted (or accepted)
- actually

quarterly, annual

7.

Expenditure by directions of use (by 22 directions
of use)

quarterly, annual

8.

Excess of revenue (expenditure) over expenditure
(revenue) and crediting less repayment

quarterly, annual

9.

Ratio of deficit (proficit) of consolidated budget
to GDP (%)

quarterly, annual
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Description of indicators and their contents

10.

Tax load (tax receipts) of consolidated budget as
% of GDP
Current expenditure of consolidated budget - total

quarterly, annual

Ratio of current expenditure of consolidated
budget to GDP (%)
Investment expenditure of consolidated budget total
Financing of deficit of general republican
(federal) budget – total
- domestic
- external

quarterly, annual

15.

State debt- total, bln. US dollars
of which:
- domestic
- external

quarterly, annual

16.

Ratio of state debt to GDP %

quarterly, annual

17.

Indebtedness on tax payments into consolidated
budget
External debt of the country

quarterly, annual

11.
12.
13.
14.

18.

Periodicity

quarterly, annual

quarterly, annual
quarterly, annual

annual

6.2. Finance of enterprises
19.

Balance profit (losses)
- as a whole for the country
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) 16 items

quarterly, annual

20.

Losses of unprofitable enterprises
- as a whole for the country
- by industries (kinds of economic activities)16 items

quarterly, annual

21.

Number of unprofitable enterprises
- as a whole for the country
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) 16 items

quarterly

22.

Share of unprofitable enterprises and organizations quarterly
in total number of enterprises and organizations
- as a whole for the country
- by industries (kinds of economic activities) 16 items
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Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

23.

Financial investments of enterprises of the
country

quarterly

24.

Receivable accounts of economic entities of the
country
of which outstanding debt

quarterly

25.

Of total debt of economic entities indebtedness of: quarterly
- CIS countries (by each country)
- Baltic countries
- the rest of the world

26.

Payable accounts of economic entities of the
country
of which outstanding debt

27.

Of total debt of economic entities indebtedness of: quarterly
- CIS countries (by each country)
- Baltic countries
- the rest of the world

28.

Total debt under received loans
of which outstanding debt

quarterly

29.

Of total debt of economic entities indebtedness
under loans of:
- CIS countries (by each country)
- Baltic countries
- the rest of the world

quarterly

30.

Indebtedness of enterprises under bank credits
of which outstanding debt

quarterly

31.

Of total debt under bank credits indebtedness of:
- CIS countries (by each country)
- Baltic countries
- the rest of the world

annual
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Periodicity

quarterly

Item
Nos.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

7. EXTERNAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
Values of exports
monthly
- total
- to CIS countries
- of which to EAEC countries
- to other countries of the world
Exports of individual commodities
monthly
- total
- to CIS countries
- of which to EAEC countries
- to other countries of the world
Values of exports
quarterly
- total
- by main trade partners
- by regions and main trade partners
- of which to EU countries
annual
Exports of individual commodities
quarterly
- total
- by regions
- for hard currency
- by main trade partners
Commodity structure of exports by divisions and
quarterly
main trade partners of TNEEA of CIS
- total
- for hard currency
- against barter
- to CIS countries
- of which to EAEC countries
- to other countries of the world
Exports of commodities on cooperation
annual
- total
- to selected CIS countries
- by individual commodities
Values of imports
monthly
- total
- from CIS countries
- of which from EAEC countries
- from other countries of the world
Imports of individual commodities
annual
- total
- by main trade partners
- by regions and main trade partners
- of which from CIS countries
Values of imports
quarterly
- total
- by main trade partners
- by regions and main trade partners
- of which from CIS countries
annual
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Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

10.

Imports of individual commodities
- total
- by regions
- for hard currency
- by main trade partners

quarterly

11.

Commodity structure of imports by divisions and
most important groups of commodities of TNEEA
of CIS
- total
- for hard currency
- against barter
- from CIS countries
- of which from EAEC countries
- from other countries of the world

quarterly

12.

Imports of commodities on cooperation
- total
- from selected CIS countries
- by individual commodities

annual

13.

Volume index of exports
- total
- to CIS countries
- to other countries of the world
- by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- by individual commodities

quarterly

14.

Average export price index
- total
- to CIS countries
- to other countries of the world
- by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- by individual commodities

quarterly

15.

Volume index of exports
- total
- from CIS countries
- from other countries of the world
- by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- by individual commodities

quarterly

16.

Average export price index
- total
- from CIS countries
- from other countries of the world
- by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- by individual commodities

quarterly

17.

Exports of services
- total
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual
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Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

18.

Exports of services by main kinds

annual

19.

Imports of services
- total
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual

20.

Imports of services by main kinds

annual

21.

Growth rates of exports of commodities
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual

22.

Growth rates of imports of commodities
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual

23.

Growth rates of exports of services
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual

24.

Growth rates of imports of services
- by regions
- by main partner-countries

annual

25.

Number of residents going abroad
- total
- by purposes
- by countries

annual

26.

Number of foreigners visiting a country
- total
- by purposes
- by countries

annual

27.

Revenue from foreign tourism
- total
- for hard currency
- by countries

annual

28.

Expenditure on foreign tourism
- total
- for hard currency
- by countries
Number of registered enterprises with foreign
investments
- total
- acting
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
output of acting enterprises

annual

29.

Periodicity

semiannual
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30.

Number of registered enterprises with foreign
investments
- total
- by kinds of activities
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
Authorized fund of enterprises with foreign
investments
- as of the moment of registration
- actually transfered
- by partner-countries
Exports of acting enterprises with foreign
investments
- total
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
- by selected partner-countries
Exports of acting enterprises with foreign investments by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- total
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
Imports of acting enterprises with foreign
investments
- total
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
- by selected partner-countries
Imports of acting enterprises with foreign investments by commodity divisions of TNEEA of CIS
- total
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
Volume of sales of goods and services by acting
enterprises with foreign investments on domestic
market of the countries
- goods
- services
Number of transnational corporations
- total
- with companies of CIS countries
- with companies of other countries of the world
- by kinds of activities
- authorized fund
- share of foreign partner in authorized fund
- volume of production
- volume of exports
- volume of imports
- volume of sales of products at the domestic
market

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.
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Periodicity
semiannual

semiannual

semiannual

semiannual

semiannual

semiannual

annual

annual

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

8. LIVING STANDARD OF POPULATION
1.

8.1. Money Income and Expenditure of Population
quarterly
Money income of population

2.

Money expenditure of population

quarterly

3.

Savings of population (increase in deposits,
securities, currency)

quarterly

4.

Money income per capita

quarterly

5.

Balances on deposits of population in banks

monthly

6.

8.2. Income, Expenditure and Consumption of Households
Money income (money resources) of households- quarterly
level and structure of income by selected groups
of population (all population, urban and rural
households, households having children aged
under 16 years)
- labour income (of which labour remuneration of
employed persons)
- pensions
- scholarships
- benefits (of which unemployment benefits)
- compensation payments (for nutrition of pupils,
for treatment of invalids and participants of
military operations, citizens suffered from
influence of radiation etc.)
- property income
- receipts from lease of property
- receipts from sale of real estate
- receipts frome sale of agricultural products,
livestock, fodder etc.
- other receipts

7.

Amount of aggregate income (resources) by
selected groups of population (see item 6)

annual

8.

Purchasing power parity of money income
(aggregate income, disposal money resources) of
population as regards purchasing of foodstuffs:
- white bread
- potatoes
- beef
- whole milk
- butter
- eggs

annual
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9.

Money and consumer expenditure of households
by selected groups of population (see item 6):
- expenditure for purchase of foodstuffs
- alcoholic beverages
- non-food products (clothes, footwear and
fabrics, furniture and general merchandise and
household appliances, drugs and medicaments,
building materials, fuel, tobacco products)
- payment of services (housing and communal
services, household, cultural and education
services, payment for education and medical
services transport services, communication
servies, etc.)
Money expenditure for payment of taxes, dues
and payments
Other expenditure

quarterly

10.

Consumption of main foodstuffs (by 10 groups)
in households by selected groups of population
(see item 6); chemical composition and caloricity
of consumed foodstuffs

quarterly

11.

Consumption of foodstuffs per capita (according
to the data of the item personal consumption of
the balance of resources and use of products – 10
items)

annual

12.

Selected indicators of households budgets by
quarterly (all population),
10% groups of population with the lowest and the annual (with breakdown by
highest level of income (all population, of which all indicators)
in urban and rural households; in households
having children aged under 16 years);
- level and structure of money income (labour
income, social payments receipts from sales of
products from personal plots of households)
- level and structure of money, including
consumer expenditure (purchase of foodstuffs,
non-foods goods for personal consumption, of
which clothes, footwear, fabrics; payments of
services; purchase of alcoholic beverages,
tobacco products)
- consumption of main foodstuffs (by 10 groups)

13.

Selected indicators of differentiation of
population by level of material well-being:
- share of total money incomes (money,
aggregate expenditures), falling on each from
20% groups of population
- coefficient of differentiation of incomes and
expenditures
- Gini coefficient
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quarterly

Item
Nos.

Description of indicators and their contents

14.

Average prices of main food products purchase
quarterly
(by 30 items) in households by selected groups of
population (all population, in urban and rural
localities)

15.

Distribution of households and their inhabitants
by amount of average per capita money income
(money resources, money and aggregate
expenditures)

quarterly

16.

Distribution of households and their inhabitants
by amount of average per capita consumer
expenditure

annual

17.

Amount of subsistence minimum; cost of
minimum food basket and its caloricity

quarterly

18.

Share of population with income lower that
subsistence minimum

quarterly

19.

General data on surveyed households by selected
groups of population (see item 6)
- number of surveyed households
- number of members of households (of which
present members)
- number of working members of households (of
which pensioners)
- number of not working pensioners
- number of students receiving scholarship
- number of children aged under 16 years
- number of other members of households

annual

Periodicity

20.

8.3. Housing conditions of population
Structure of dwelling stock
annual

21.

Provision of population with total (dwelling) space annual

22.

Number of apartments (houses)
- by number of rooms in apartments

annual

23.

Movement of dwelling stock

annual

24.

Number of occupied dwelling space in
accounting period

annual

25.

Number of families registered to impove their
housing conditions

annual

26.

Number of families improved their housing
conditions (by selected categories)

annual
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1.

Description of indicators and their contents

Periodicity

9. DEMOGRAPHIC INDICATORS
Number of present population (by countries
annual
computing the given category)
- by urban locality
- by rural locality

2.

Number of resident population
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex
- by age

annual

3.

Increase in the number of population
- by urban locality
- by rural locality

annual

4.

Number of population of the capitals and cities
with population above 1 mln. persons

annual

5.

Size of the territory of the state
Number of the live births
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex
- by mother's age

annual

7.

Number of stillbirths
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex

annual

8.

Number of deaths
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex
- by age

annual

9.

Number of infant deaths aged urder 1 year
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex

annual

10.

Number of infant deaths aged of 0-4 years
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex

annual

11.

Number of infant deaths aged of 0-6 days
- by sex

annual

12.

Number of deaths by causes of death

annual

13.

Maternal deaths

annual

6.
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annual
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14.

Infant mortality

annual

15.

Natural increase of population
- by sex

annual

16.

Number of marriages

annual

17.

Number of registered divorces

annual

18

Expectation of life at birth
- by sex
- by age
- by urban locality
- by rural locality

annual

19.

Indicators of reproduction of population:
- age indicators of birth rate (by five – year age
groups: 15-19; 20-24….50-54; 15-49)
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- indicators of bith tables (total birth rate, gross
reproduction rate for 54 years age, net
reproduction rate, average mother's age)
- by urban locality
- by rural locality

annual

20.

Number of inmigrants for residence
- by urban locality
- by rural locality
- by sex
- by age (by five-year age groups)
- by direction of migration flows
- by territory of departure (by CIS countries,
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, from other countries)

annual

21.

Number of outmigrants for residence:
- from urban locality
- from rural locality
- by sex
- by age (by five-year age groups)
- by direction of migration flows
- by territory of arrival (by CIS countries, Latvia,
Lithuania, Estonia, to other countries)

annual

22.

Number of emigrants departured for residence
- by states of arrival (indicating not less than five
receiving foreign countries)

annual

Periodicity
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10. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
1.

Emission of harmful pollutants into the air from
stationary sources (total and by main ingredients)

annual

2.

Emission of harmful pollutants into the air from
motor transport

annual

3.

Water intake, use and protection of water
resources

annual

4.

Indicators characterizing formation and
movement of toxic waste

annual

5.

Results of nature protection control (as a whole
and by kind of natural resources)1)

annual

6.

Number and area of ecologically especially
protected territories (nature reserves, special
hunting reserves and national parks)

annual

7.

Forest fires and their damage

annual

8.

Reforestation in state forests

annual

9.

Commissioning of nature protection units

annual

_________
1) By states executing collection of these data.
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